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PRIME MINISTER’S DIARY

PM Addresses
the Foreign Media
On the issue of “food safety and health management,” the Prime Minister said, “At the end
of last year I announced the achievement of a
state of cold shutdown of the nuclear reactors,
but the fight against the nuclear accident will
continue until the reactors are decommissioned.
We will continue to give first priority to food
safety and the health management of residents
Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda speaks at press
conference on February 10 following the establishment
of the Reconstruction Agency.

O

in the vicinity of the power station. We have
further strengthened the system of monitoring
and testing of food products, which has been in
place since directly after the disaster. From

On March 3, before a Group Interview with

April this year it is planned that new standards

eighteen foreign press organizations, Prime

will be introduced concerning regulation values

Minister Yoshihiko Noda made an opening state-

of radioactive materials in food products, which

ment in which he addressed three key points.

are stricter than previously.”

Regarding “reconstruction of disaster-affect-

Regarding “contribution to the international

ed regions,” he said, “The infrastructure and

community,” Prime Minister Noda said, “To

economy of the disaster-affected regions are

repay the kindness and assistance shown to

steadily recovering. The supply chain for the

Japan by the international community at the

manufacturing sector has been completely re-

time of the disaster, I would like to assure you

stored. Production levels in the mining and man-

that Japan will not become inward looking and

ufacturing sector have now recovered to levels

that we will continue to make an active interna-

that exceed those prior to the disaster. More

tional contribution to human security and sus-

than 80 percent of disaster-affected local govern-

tainable global economic growth, utilizing such

ments have completed the formulation of a ‘Re-

means as the dispatch of peacekeeping opera-

construction Plan,’ which includes ambitious

tions (PKO) and provision of Official Develop-

targets to become ‘global models’ for the intro-

ment Assistance (ODA). Above all, one of Ja-

duction of renewable energies and development

pan’s most important responsibilities is to share

of hubs for advanced medicine. Through the re-

the knowledge and lessons gained from the di-

alization of these plans, it is our aim to generate

saster with the international community, and

reconstruction-led demand in a tangible way.”

leave this body of knowledge to posterity.”
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Rising from Adversity

Tohoku,
One Year On

I

It has been one year since the Great East Japan

The gradual process of rebuilding the area affected

Earthquake. According to figures published by the

by the earthquake has been helped along by a great

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tour-

many people pitching in, from all over the world.

ism, 100% of expressways and public highways,

After the Great East Japan Earthquake struck on

99% of existing railway lines, and 73% of port facili-

March 11, 2011, a worldwide network of support for

ties in the affected area have now been restored to

Japan sprang up in almost no time at all. Japan re-

the same level as before the earthquake in Tohoku,

ceived messages of sympathy from 254 countries,

the northernmost region of the Japanese mainland

regions and international organizations during the

(as of February 6). Work has also been completed

two months following the quake. Twenty-three

on 98% of the required number of temporary

countries and regions also sent emergency rescue

homes, with water, gas and electricity supplies re-

and medical support teams over to Japan to carry

stored to almost 100% of properties.

out support activities.
Royalty, heads of state and celebrities
from all over the world came to visit the
affected area too, to provide encouragement to the victims of the earthquake.
Crown Prince Frederik of Denmark was
the first overseas royal to visit. In June 2011,
he traveled to the city of Higashi-Matsushima in Miyagi Prefecture, where he ate lunch
with elementary school students and even
enjoyed a game of soccer. He also went on

AFLO/AP

a tour of Matsushima, one of Japan’s bestloved beauty spots, on board a cruise ship.
Danish Crown Prince Frederik, left, greets local residents during
his visit to the Nobiru area of Higashi-Matsushima in Miyagi
Prefecture, June 2011

The Crown Prince went on to give a donation to Higashi-Matsushima City on behalf
Highlighting Japan MARCH 2012



COVER STORY
of a group of Danish companies. The city used the
donation to set up the Denmark Children’s Fund,
which has been for initiatives to help local children.
In October 2011, soccer legend Pelé visited the
city of Natori in Miyagi Prefecture in an effort to enan elementary school, where he presented a number of soccer balls and happily signed autographs,
shook hands and took photos with the children as
they crowded around him. Pelé also donated relief
supplies to people living in temporary accommodation, including heated rugs and electric blankets.

AFLO/YOMIURI SHIMBUN

courage those affected by the earthquake. He visited

King Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck and Queen
Jetsun Peman of Bhutan offer a prayer in Soma,
Fukushima Prefecture.

King Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck of Bhutan
and his new queen visited Japan on November 15,

“No nation or people should ever have to experi-

just one month after getting married. Bhutan is a

ence such suffering. And yet if there is one nation

country in the Himalayas, on the border between

who can rise stronger and greater from such adversi-

China and India. The king and queen visited Soma in
Fukushima Prefecture and met with children from

pp. 12–13
Mogami

one of the city’s elementary schools. They also went

(Steve Yamaguchi)

to Soma Port, which was damaged by the tsunami,
and offered a prayer in memory of those who lost

p. 16
Kesennuma

their lives. Seeing the happy couple enthusiastically

(Charito Ito,
Rachel Takahashi)

interacting with people made a real impression on
the Japanese public.
On November 17, the King of Bhutan addressed
the Diet and offered the following words of encouragement to the Japanese people.

p. 14–15
Shiogama

(Vincent Dromer)

p. 17
Sendai

(Zhao Xiaoli)

pp. 22–23
Fukushima

AFLO/NIKKAN SPORTS

(Kambenga Marie Louise)

pp. 24–25
Fukushima

(William McMichael)
Soccer legend Pelé visits a primary school in Natori, Miyagi
Prefecture, October 2011
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ty—it is Japan and her People.”

many Japanese and foreign people supporting

Encouragement and support from other countries

these victims. This month’s Cover Story features

has been widely reported in the Japanese media

some of the people engaged in such activities in

too, sending out a positive message to people

the affected area.

throughout Japan, as well as those affected by the
earthquake, and earning the deep gratitude of the
entire nation.
Although infrastructures are recovered, there are
still many Japanese and foreign victims working
hard to put their lives back in order. There are also

Tohoku
Region

pp. 28–29
Morioka

AOMORI

pp. 10–11
Hanamaki

(Hsieh Li Chun, Chang Pei Shan)

AKITA
pp. 8–9
Ofunato/Kamaishi

IWATE

YAMAGATA

MIYAGI

(Jing Xiao Mei)

of Great East
× Epicenter
Japan Earthquake
on March 11

pp. 18–19
Ishinomaki

(Jake Derector)

HigashiMatsushima (Crown Prince Frederik)
Natori (Pelé)
Soma (King Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck)

FUKUSHIMA

pp. 20
Ishinomaki
(Titi Freak)

TEPCO
Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear
Power Plant

pp. 26–27
Ishinomaki
pp. 21
Koriyama

100km

(Dwarika Prasad,
Ram Chandra Nautiyal)

pp. 30–31
Ouchijuku
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Return of the

Chinese
Trainees

Many Chinese trainees are learning about
Japan’s advanced processing technologies in
marine product and food processing plants in
Iwate Prefecture. Although a majority of the
trainees returned to China after the Great East
Japan Earthquake, as the reconstruction of the
disaster afflicted areas progresses, so they have
been returning. Toshio Matsubara reports on
the Chinese trainees working hard alongside
their Japanese colleagues.
Mikio Morishita (right), president of Morishita Suisan,
with Chinese trainees preparing fried fish at the factory
of Morishita Suisan

T

The waters off Iwate Prefecture are regarded as

one of the world’s three largest fishing grounds, and

two companies strove to reconstruct their businesses
in stages. Having achieved an early resumption of
their operations, the two companies invited the Chi
nese trainees back to their plants. This development
has attracted a great deal of public attention.

the marine product processing business has been

Jing Xiao Mei, the leader of nine trainees who

the main pillar of local industry in the area, alongside

came back to Morishita Suisan last August, said, “My

the fishery business. The marine product processing

family told me that I should not go back to Japan as

business started to actively accept Chinese trainees

it is not yet safe to live there. The families of other

more than twenty years ago, and they have now be

trainees said the same thing. But I wanted to work

come essential partners for the marine product pro

with my Japanese colleagues to help the company

cessing business. After the Great East Japan Earth

recover from the disaster. That is why I came back.

quake hit Iwate Prefecture, almost all of the Chinese

People at the plant are kind and I enjoy working

trainees returned to China by chartered plane, but

there. I am making my best effort to help the com

the number of the trainees coming back to the pre

pany return to the same status as before the earth

fecture has been rising. Both Morishita Suisan (Ofuna

quake. At present, I am very motivated and looking

to City) and Ono Foods (Kamaishi City) suffered

forward to the future.”

devastating damage from the earthquake. But the
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Yang Zu Yan and Wang Sheng Jie, who came back

IWATE
to Ono Foods last December expressed the same

them for their kindness. In return, the staff of a trainee

sentiments. All eleven of the women trainees at Ono

dispatching company and the ex-trainees assured

Foods are from Shandong Province, China.

me that they would make the utmost effort to make

All say that one of the main reasons they came

the families and parents of trainees understand the

back was the family atmosphere the companies

situation in Japan as soon as possible to allow more

have. Mikio Morishita, president of Morishita Suisan,

trainees to return to Japan.”

lived in an evacuation center together with the nine

While repairing and reconstructing plants that

teen female trainees after the earthquake, despite

were damaged by the disaster, Morishita Suisan

the fact that his house was not affected by the disas

and Ono Foods have been steadily gearing up to

ter. He wanted to support them

start new businesses. Morishita

as much as possible when they

Suisan plans to distribute sashi-

were facing an uncertain situa

mi, or raw fish, in Japan after

tion in a foreign land.

freezing it. Ono Foods aims to
expand its mail-order business

Foods, was in Tokyo to attend a

of frozen boiled and grilled fish,

wedding ceremony when the di

and start operations in Asia in a

saster took place. After a desper

few years time. Ono said in his

ate effort, he was able to confirm

blog that a huge number of e-

that his twelve trainees were safe
and their flats were not damaged
either. However, he found that,
because electricity or gas services
were out and the trainees could
not get any food, all they had to
eat was snacks and instant noo

BOTH PHOTOS YOSHIFUSA HASHIZUME

Akio Ono, president of Ono

mails from the users of the
mail-order services of his com
pany reached him immediately
after the earthquake, expressing
Akio Ono (left) and Chinese
trainees and Japanese workers
cut salmon at the factory of Ono
Foods.

dles made with cold water. Once

their support for his operations.
He said that this support made
him determined to rebuild the
business of his company and

he learned of that, Ono rushed to buy a large quan

served as the main motivation to achieve an early

tity of food, and set out for his hometown. After

resumption of operations.

changing planes and a number of cars as the trans

Morishita said, “Every member of staff is impor

port system was not fully functioning, he reached

tant. No matter what their nationality, language, or

the town, and immediately went to the flats of the

culture, as long as we try to understand each other,

trainees. When Ono finally saw them, they hugged

we can make it through together. The heart is the

with joy.

most important thing.” True to these words, the

Ono said, “Two trainees came back to the company

workplaces of the two companies were full of life

last December. So I immediately went to Shandong

and energy as trainees and Japanese staff were

Province to convey my gratitude and appreciation.

working together closely.

Three trainees who had returned and stayed home
since last March also came to see me. I thanked

Toshio Matsubara is a freelance writer.
Highlighting Japan MARCH 2012
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Learning the Spirit of

Omotenashi

Located in beautiful natural surroundings, Hanamaki Minami Onsen-kyo Village in Iwate Prefecture
is one of the best-known hot spring (onsen) resorts in Tohoku. One of the most venerable local inns
is Hotel Shidotaira, which has a history dating back 180 years. In March last year, the hotel took on
two trainees from Taiwan. They have both continued with their training in spite of the Great East
Japan Earthquake. Masaki Yamada reports.

E

Every year Hotel Shidotaira has around 2,000 for-

rooms, guests had to warm themselves by kerosene

eign guests, 90% of whom are tourists who have

heaters set up in the lobby by the hotel’s employees.

come over from Taiwan. In an effort to improve the

Disruption to parts of the transport network mean-

level of service it provides its overseas guests, the

while prevented many guests from returning home.

hotel took two trainees, Hsieh Li Chun and Chang

The two trainees worked alongside their Japanese

Pei Shan, who came to Japan from Taiwan on the

colleagues to look after all remaining guests at the

working holiday system.

hotel. Such is their determination to learn about the

They are both still working happily at the hotel, de-

sprit of omotenashi or Japanese hospitality, that the

spite the fact that the Great East Japan Earthquake

thought of returning to Taiwan never even crossed

struck a mere eight days into their training. Although

their minds.

the buildings were fortunately undamaged by the

Despite a temporary decline in guest numbers at

earthquake, the hotel was left without power for

the hotel during the period following the earthquake,

three days. In the absence of working heaters in their

after a month or so guests started to come back,
from both inside and outside Japan. Things
are more or less back to how they were before the earthquake now.
“We get everything here, from fresh

BOTH PHOTOS MASATOSHI SAKAMOTO

greenery and cherry blossoms in full bloom
to beautiful autumn leaves and snowcovered scenery. Guests can lie back in an
outside hot spring and enjoy gazing out at
seasonal views all year round. I think that’s
what brings in so many guests from TaiHsieh Li Chun (left) and Chang Pei Shan in the buffet restaurant
at Hotel Shidotaira

10
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wan,” comments Hsieh, who has also experienced working at a hotel in Taiwan. “It

IWATE
Hsieh Li Chun (second
from left) and Chang Pei
Shan (second from right)
with Japanese co-workers
in a banquet room at
Hotel Shidotaira

never snows in Taiwan, so the snowy scenery in

welcome guests or see them off as they leave. Hsieh

winter is particularly popular with people from Tai-

singles this out as something else that you wouldn’t

wan, because it’s so rare for them.”

see at a hotel in Taiwan.

One of the main aspects of Hsieh and Chang’s

“Particularly when guests leave, we all keep wav-

work is to serve guests in the banquet rooms and

ing them off until their car is out of sight. I think that’s

buffet restaurant, where guests can enjoy some sixty

a wonderful thing to do. It really captures the spirit of

kinds of food. Working in another country, with dif-

omotenashi,” says Hsieh. “When Taiwan donated a

ferent eating habits and table manners, proved chal-

lot of money to help rebuild after the earthquake,

lenging to begin with, but both women have got to

Japanese guests kept thanking me. That made me

grips with their work now and can provide the atten-

so happy!”

tive level of service for which Japan is renowned.

In an effort to get even more guests from Taiwan

“When we’re setting up for a party, everything has

to stay at the hotel, Hsieh and Chang also write a

to be just right, even down to the position of chop-

hotel blog aimed at showcasing everything Hanamaki

sticks, bowls and hand towels, so they are easy for

Minami Onsen-kyo Village has to offer to people

guests to reach. You would never get that attention

back in their home country.

to detail at a Hotel in Taiwan,” comments Hsieh.
Employees line up at the entrance to the hotel to

Masaki Yamada is a freelance writer.
Highlighting Japan MARCH 2012
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Building Connections

Steve Yamaguchi (center) chats
with fellow volunteers

Steve Yamaguchi, who runs a travel agency in the town of Mogami in Yamagata Prefecture,
continues to lend his support to reconstruction activities in neighboring Miyagi Prefecture following
the Great East Japan Earthquake of March 2011. Masaki Yamada reports.

I

It’s mid January 2012 and construction is under

company. It was then that he met his future wife, the

way on a small empty lot in the Miyagi Prefecture

only daughter of the president of a construction

town of Minamisanriku, looking out over the calm

company in Mogami, Yamagata Prefecture. Yama

sea. Sawdust is whipped up by the cold northerly

guchi went on to take over the family business from

wind as builders put together timbers of varying

his father-in-law. He set up a travel agency in Mogami

sizes. The sound of electric saws cutting through

in 2007 and has been successfully organizing tours

wood and nails being hammered in fills the air.

showcasing the cultural and natural highlights of the

“This board needs to go up on the roof. Be careful
lifting it up there.”
“Let’s get the sash in for this window next. Every
one ready?”
The man giving out a steady stream of orders to the
thirteen volunteers working onsite is Steve Yamaguchi,
originally from Oklahoma of the United States.

Tohoku region ever since. Just as business was
booming, the Great East Japan Earthquake struck.
Although Yamagata Prefecture escaped unharmed,
Yamaguchi immediately headed over to Miyagi Pre
fecture and got to work, helping to clear debris and
get fishermen back to work quickly.
Almost one year on from the earthquake, Yama

Yamaguchi came to Japan in 1986 to study politics

guchi is now putting his experience running a con

at a graduate school in Tokyo. He stayed in Japan

struction company to good use erecting temporary

after graduating and got a job working for a trading

buildings in the affected area as part of an initiative

12
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YAMAGATA
called the Prefab Village Project. This project, which

than 800 people from Tokyo, Osaka and other parts

aims to improve the quality of life in prefab housing

of the country have participated in such tours. Most

compounds by turning them into “prefab villages,”

participants are company employees who “can’t do

employs the UBC, or Universal Building Cube, which

anything long term, but want to help out for a week

was designed by Yamaguchi specifically for this proj

end.” Many of Yamaguchi's tours were focused on

ect. UBC are sturdy wooden boxes that measure 2.3

helping to rebuild seaweed cultivation equipment

meters high by 2 meters wide by 4 meters deep. As

on Miyato Island, Higashi Matsushima City, near the

UBC can be joined together from left to right or from

scenic tourist spot of Matsushima in Miyagi Prefec

front to back, it is easy to secure the necessary space

ture. Participants helped out with tasks such as re

for almost any purpose, as long as there is enough

moving rubble and making new nets and rafts needed

land to build on. Most buildings can be completed in

to cultivate seaweed.

two or three days. Although on-site construction

“Everyone seemed to be really pleased, not only

work is carried out by locals, volunteers and Project
staff, construction is being funded by companies and
NPOs assisting with the reconstruction process.
“We are currently using the UBC to create com
munication spaces for those living in temporary ac
commodation, from stores to meeting rooms, bars
and cafés. What we are aiming to achieve with the
UBC Project is to create a ‘temporary village,’ so that
those affected by the earthquake can interact freely
with one another rather than feeling isolated.”
Thanks to word of mouth and coverage in the

Yamaguchi (right) carries a board for use in a formation
of Universal Building Cubes that will be used as a
meeting room.

newspapers and on TV, Yamaguchi has already re
ceived requests for over fifty UBC, with the likes of

the people of Miyato Island, but also the volunteers

local authorities and community organizations eager

who took part in helping them. I believe that reach

to use them for pur

ing out to people in the affected area and helping

poses such as commu

them make lasting bonds with volunteers really helps

nity

fisher

both sides feel happier with themselves,” says Yama

men’s rest houses, and

guchi. “We're hoping to step up both the Prefab Vil

temporary restaurants.

lage Project and our volunteer tours this year. So

Yamaguchi is also

much remains to be done, and so many people

running volunteer tours

from around the world want to help. It's my job to

to the affected area via

see that their precious volunteer time is used effec

his own travel agency.

tively, enriching the lives of both the volunteers and

Since June 2011, more

the people receiving help.”

centers,

Yamaguchi cuts a board.

Masaki Yamada is a freelance writer.
Highlighting Japan MARCH 2012
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Home Is Where the Heart Is

Vincent Dromer and Keiko
Tadokoro in their patisserie in
Shiogama, Miyagi Prefecture

Vincent Dromer met his Japanese wife in Paris and set up a French patisserie in the city of
Shiogama, Miyagi Prefecture. Having gone back to France temporarily following the earthquake, he
has since returned to Shiogama in search of “true happiness.” Masaki Yamada reports.

V

Vincent Dromer was busy training to become a

location, but it’s also close to my wife’s hometown

pastry chef in Paris in 2004 when he met Keiko

of Sendai. That’s why we decided to live here,” ex-

Tadokoro, who was also training to be a baker in

plains Vincent. In April 2010, the couple took over

France at the time. They got married in 2005, the

an empty store in the city and opened a patisserie

following year, and moved to Shiogama in 2009.

called Ringo no Ki (Apple Tree).

“Shiogama is a pretty town with a beautiful seaside
14
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The cakes and confectionery that Dromer makes

MIYAGI
are all seasoned with the very finest salt produced

we decided to come back to Shiogama. I thought

locally in Shiogama. There has been a thriving salt

about what happiness means to me, and came to

industry in Shiogama ever since the Heian period

the conclusion that true happiness would be keep-

(794–1185).

ing the store running in Shiogama and bringing a little
joy to the local community.”
They returned to Shiogama in May 2011 and reopened the store. Local residents thanked them for
coming back. Some even sent flowers to celebrate
the store reopening. The Dromers say they experienced no difficulties going about their daily lives at
this time, or in finding the cooking ingredients they
need for their business.
“I was delighted that reopening the store made
so many people happy. I decided there and then
that we would keep the store going for their sake,”
says Dromer.
The store may only be big enough for three cus-

Vincent Dromer at work in the Ringo no Ki kitchen

tomers at a time, but it is full to bursting with fourteen
different types of macaroon and around thirty traditional French cakes, and attracts as many local cus-

“I was looking for some sort of local ingredient to

tomers today as it did before the earthquake.

incorporate into my cakes, when one of the locals told
me about Shiogama salt. Adding salt to cakes and

Masaki Yamada is a freelance writer.

confectionery brings out their sweetness and gives
them a deeper flavor. It also helps to create a unique
texture,” explains Dromer. Even the store’s popular
choux cream puffs contain salt from Shiogama.
The city was hit by a tsunami measuring over two
meters in the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake. While countless homes were washed away,
the Dromer’s store escaped any serious damage
from the tsunami, apart from around 30 cm of
floodwater. As French citizens were being advised to
vacate the area however, Dromer headed back to
Paris for a while with his family.
“My parents naturally assumed we wouldn’t be
going back to Japan. They even started to look for an
apartment for us in Paris. Two months later however

The Ringo no Ki pattiserie in Shiogama, Miyagi Prefecture

Highlighting Japan MARCH 2012
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Radio “Mutual Assistance”
The Japan Journal’s Osamu Sawaji meets with members of the Bayanihan Kesennuma Filipino
Community in Miyagi Prefecture, whose activities include broadcasting information in Tagalog to
listeners in Japan and overseas.

B

“Bayanihan Kesennuma Radio!”
The program starts with the cheerful voice of DJ

Ivy (Charito Ito). Bayanihan Kesennuma Radio is the
THE JAPAN JOURNAL

radio program of the Bayanihan Kesennuma Filipino
Community whose members are Filipinos living in
Kesennuma. “Bayanihan” means “mutual assistance”
in Tagalog. The content of the one-hour-long program is varied, including earthquake information, in-

Radio broadcasters Charito Ito (right) and Rachel
Takahashi (center) at Ito’s home in Kesennuma

formation on daily living, and Filipino pop hits.
Using a mix of Japanese, English and Tagalog, the

casts began, messages of support and encourage-

program is recorded at the home of Ito, and distrib-

ment came in not only from Japan, but also from

uted through FMYY, the multilingual community

countries such as Indonesia and the United States,

broadcasting station in Kobe, Hyogo Prefecture, to

as well as the Philippines.

Internet broadcasting stations and regional radio stations nationwide.

“When I hear these words of support, it really
makes me want to give it everything I have,” says

The Bayanihan Kesennuma Filipino Community

Rachel Takahashi, who co-produces the program

was established after the Great East Japan Earth-

with Ito. “My circle of friends has grown, and connec-

quake by around seventy Filipinos living in the coastal

tions between people have become stronger.”

town. Most are Filipino women married to Japanese

The activities of the Bayanihan Kesennuma Filipino

men. At first, their main activity was to distribute the

Community are now expanding even further. They

relief supplies sent from around Japan to Filipinos

include working together with local Japanese to plant

and their families. Then someone involved in FMYY

flowers at the side of the roads damaged by the tsu-

who was aware of what they were doing suggested

nami, and supporting Filipino women who are aim-

that they transmit information through the radio.

ing to become careworkers or English teachers.

“I hesitated at first as I had absolutely no experi-

“I’m happy because some Filipinos who used to

ence of radio, but then for the sake of my Filipino

work in the factories that were swept away by the tsu-

friends I decided to begin,” says Ito. “Now I really

nami have since received licenses and found jobs as

enjoy making the programs.”

careworkers. Our everyday lives are returning to nor-

With the support of FMYY and several other groups,

mal," says Takahashi. “The people of Kesennuma are

Bayanihan Kesennuma Radio has broadcast roughly

kind and the town is quiet, so it’s really easy to live

once a month since July last year. When the broad-

here. Despite the tsunami, I don’t want to leave.”
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Research Resumed
Zhao Xiaoli, a Chinese researcher at Tohoku University in Sendai, Miyagi Prefecture, has remained
in Japan since the Great East Japan Earthquake. Masaki Yamada interviewed her.

Z

Zhao Xiaoli entered Tohoku University as a gradu-

into a state of panic,” recounts Zhao.

ate student in 2008, where she earned her doctoral

After the earthquake, many researchers and stu-

degree. Even today, Zhao continues her work at To-

dents from overseas returned to their home coun-

hoku University as a researcher for the Japan Society

tries, but Zhao remained in Japan for the sake of the

for the Promotion of Science specializing in new tita-

university’s recovery. There was a lot that needed to

nium alloys used in medical devices.

be done quickly, such as disposing of all the shat-

“In the field of metallic materials, Tohoku University is at a world-class level. The professors exhibit a

tered glassware and putting everything in the research lab in order.

wonderful approach to research and the facilities

“The teachers and fellow students at the university

are fitted with cutting-edge research equipment,”

are all always friendly, and they are like a family to

says Zhao.

me. That’s why I wanted to do whatever I could to

When the Great East Japan Earthquake struck, the

help get the university back on its feet,” says Zhao.

university suffered considerable damage. Rows of

In October 2011, when restoration of the research

bookshelves in the research lab fell over, and almost

lab had been completed and research activities had

all the scientific glassware was broken. “It all hap-

resumed, Zhao was awarded a new honor. She re-

pened so suddenly, my heart was in my mouth. My

ceived the Professor Fujino Award, which is given to

teacher thought it better not to go home because of

Chinese graduate exchange students enrolled at To-

the likelihood of strong aftershocks, so I stayed in the

hoku University who are expected to achieve out-

university for two days and then relocated to an

standing accomplishments in the future. The award

evacuation center. If it weren’t for the proper guid-

is named after Professor Genkuro Fujino, who was

ance from my teacher, I think I would have fallen

the former teacher of acclaimed Chinese writer Lu
Xun, who studied at Sendai Medical School, the predecessor of Tohoku University.
Zhao’s dream is to one day return to China and
utilize the technologies she has learned in Japan in
her home country.
“My daily life is the same as it was before the
earthquake, and campus life is back to normal. I just

MASAKI YAMADA

want to continue to dedicate myself to my research
here,” says Zhao.
Zhao Xiaoli at her laboratory in Tohoku University

Masaki Yamada is a freelance writer.
Highlighting Japan MARCH 2012
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Jake Derector teaching English
at the first grade of
Oginohama Junior High School

Bridge Building
through Language
Assistant language teachers (ALTs) play a key role in teaching foreign languages in schools
throughout Japan. The Japan Journal’s Osamu Sawaji introduces one American ALT, Jake Derector,
and his love for the city of Ishinomaki in Miyagi Prefecture.

H

Hello, how are you today?”

Oginohama Junior High School in the Miyagi Prefec-

“I’m fine”

ture city of Ishinomaki. The second-floor classroom

Jake Derector greets his class and gets an instant

is bathed in warm sunlight and looks out over a spar-

response from five eager students, all in the first
grade at junior high school.
Derector is an assistant language teacher (ALT) at

18
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kling calm sea.
Five students might make for a small class, but
they spend the lesson joking around, laughing and

MIYAGI
generally having fun. “Jake is really nice and his les-

really suits me too.”

sons are fun too!” says one of the students.

Derector started teaching English as an ALT at Ogi-

Originally from the state of Maine in the United

nohama Junior High School and seven other junior

States, Derector spent a year studying at a high

high schools in August 2010. Located along the cove

school in Aomori City, Aomori Prefecture. Having

formed by the Oshika Peninsula jutting out into the

made lots of friends and improved his Japanese,

Pacific Ocean, all of his schools are relatively small,

he made up his mind that he wanted to work in

with between seven and sixty-eight students.

Japan in the future. After graduating from university

Roughly half a year after starting work as an ALT in

in the United States, he was keen to become an

Ishinomaki however, the area was rocked by the

ALT in Japan.

Great East Japan Earthquake. The Oshika Peninsula

“When I applied, I specified that I wanted to work

was the nearest point to the epicenter of the earth-

in the Tohoku region,” says Derector. “The nature

quake on the Japanese mainland. Around thirty min-

here is amazing, the food is great and the pace of life

utes after the quake, the area was hit by a tsunami
measuring over seven meters in height.
Derector was fortunately close to home and
managed to evacuate to higher ground
rather than getting swept away by the tsunami. All of his students managed to get to
safety too. The roads into the central part of
Ishinomaki however were cut off. For three
days, there was no mobile phone reception
and not enough food to go round.
Despite returning to the United States
for a while, Derector came back to Ishinomaki as soon as classes at his schools restarted. As well as teaching, he also got involved in volunteer activities such as
removing rubble.
“I'm not worried about the next earthquake, because the earthquake itself wasn’t
particularly dangerous,” Derector says. “The
tsunami that came after it was dangerous,
but we can make use of our experience of
the Great East Japan Earthquake to reduce
the impact of the next disaster. If you run to
high ground, you will not be swept away by

A 7-meter-high tsunami crashed over this breakwater in front of
Oginohama Junior High School

a tsunami, even if another huge earthquake
does happen.”
Highlighting Japan MARCH 2012
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Ishinomaki Graffiti
In a project made possible by the Japan Foundation and the Embassy of Brazil in Japan, JapaneseBrazilian artist Titi Freak has brought color and conversation to people living in temporary housing
in Ishinomaki, Miyagi Prefecture. The Japan Journal’s Osamu Sawaji reports.
attention, and because I and everyone
involved with this project believe that
art can bring people closer and boost
their self-esteem.”
BOTH PHOTOS COURTESY OF JAPAN FOUNDATION

Titi Freak worked over a period of ten
days creating the graffiti. Many residents
not only came to watch him create the
art, but also talked with him and offered
him snacks and drinks. And, with residents chatting amongst themselves
about the paintings, art had truly served
Artwork by Titi Freak on the wall of temporary housing in Ishinomaki,
Miyagi Prefecture

A

At the beginning of December, large paintings de-

as the catalyst for communication. Titi
Freak is also skilled with a yoyo, and he
proved popular among the children by

performing and teaching them yoyo tricks.

picting multicolored goldfish, flowers and other sights

Titi Freak himself is immensely pleased that the

began appearing on the walls of temporary housing

residents accepted his art and allowed him to

in Ishinomaki, Miyagi Prefecture. This was a form of

paint freely.

graffiti painted by Titi Freak, who visited Japan at the

On the final

invitation of the Japan Foundation. Titi Freak is a Jap-

day of his visit, a

anese Brazilian born in Sao Paulo, Brazil, where he is

workshop

a renowned graffiti artist. To date, he has also been
involved in numerous global brand collaborations.
The Japan Foundation designed this latest project to bring color to the temporary housing, as well

Titi Freak with
temporary
housing
residents at his
farewell party

as offering a catalyst for communication between
residents and lead to the development of more vi-

where people used colored spray paints to create

brant communities.

works of art together with Titi Freak was held. Many

Titi Freak explained his reasons for taking part in

residents, from children to adults, took part. Resi-

the project. “I took part because I would have the

dents also gathered for a farewell party held thereaf-

chance to paint for people in great need of aid and

ter, and Titi Freak was inspired by the sentiment.
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Royal Return for
Koriyama Curry Chefs
To the delight of their regular customers, Indian chefs Dwarika Prasad and Ram Chandra
Nautiyal are back in the kitchen at the Royal India Restaurant in Koriyama, Fukushima Prefecture.
Masaki Yamada presents this report.

D

During the weekday lunchtime rush, seating at the

Royal India Restaurant is near capacity with regular
customers. From families with small children in tow
to company workers and the elderly, the restaurant’s

From left, Ram
Chandra Nautiyal,
Yukiko Kadosawa
and Dwarika Prasad
in the Royal India
Restaurant in
Koriyama, Fukushima
Prefecture

clientele spans a wide range of ages.
age

during

the

comes to dine at the restaurant once a week, “When

Great East Japan

I came here to have curry at the invitation of a friend,

Earthquake, the two

I was at once enthralled by the flavor and deep rich-

chefs left Japan for a while.

TADASHI AIZAWA

According to a company worker in his thirties who

ness. Plus, since there are around forty different

“I got telephone calls from my wife and children

types of curry, from tomato-based to cashew-nut–

who were concerned for my safety after learning of

based ones, you never grow tired of the menu.”

the nuclear power plant incident. But I was worried

Apart from being made slightly sweeter to suit the

about returning home because of my concern for

Japanese palate, the curries that Prasad and Nautiyal

the restaurant. Then Ms. Kadosawa told me to ‘go

prepare are indeed no different from authentic Indi-

on home,’” explains Prasad.

an curries.

After the two chefs had returned to India, Kadosawa

“We’ve also developed an original dish known as

relied on the recipes they had left behind to push on

‘Carrot Nan,’ which uses the extremely sweet carrots

alone. Then, around a month after the disaster, both

produced here in Koriyama, and this has also be-

chefs returned to Koriyama.

come a popular item on the menu,” says the restaurant’s owner, Yukiko Kadosawa.

“I clearly explained to my family that everything
was alright and that there was no danger, and I

The two chefs came to Royal India Restaurant in

gained their understanding. I love the town of Kori-

2010. Each had been working at different Indian

yama and the Royal Indian Restaurant, and I wanted

restaurants, Prasad in Chiba and Nautiyal in Tokyo,

everyone in the community to continue to enjoy au-

when they were introduced to the restaurant and

thentic Indian curry. That’s why I came back,” says

came to Koriyama. “As Koriyama isn’t crowded with

Prasad. “It’s both our dreams to work at a restaurant

people like Tokyo and it has abundant nature, it is a

while living together with our families in Japan.”

really easy place to live,” says Nautiyal.
While the restaurant did not suffer any direct dam-

Masaki Yamada is a freelance writer.
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From
Rwanda
with
Love

The children of Umuco Mwiza Academy in
Kigali, Rwanda, write messages of support for
victims of the Great East Japan Earthquake.
There is a collection box on the table.

Having survived the tragic Rwandan genocide in 1994, estimated to have claimed the lives of up
to one million people, Kambenga Marie Louise and her family moved from Rwanda to the city
of Fukushima in Fukushima Prefecture. She chose to stay in her “second hometown” even after the
Great East Japan Earthquake and has been involved in a whole host of activities since then. Masaki
Yamada reports.

R

Rwandan Kambenga Marie Louise has had links

with the city of Fukushima, which she now calls
home, ever since 1993. Working as a teacher at a
dressmaking college in Rwanda at the time, she was

her family fled across the border into the neighboring country of Zaire, as it was known then.
“It’s nothing short of a miracle that we all made it
through the civil war,” says Marie Louise looking back.

given a place on a trainee scheme in Japan, courtesy

Fortunately, her friends in Fukushima were deter-

of the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA).

mined to help her get back to Japan. Thanks to their

This led to her spending a year studying dressmak-

hard work, Marie Louise was able to return to Japan

ing techniques at a technical school in Fukushima. In

as a foreign student in December 1994, bringing her

April 1994 however, not long after Marie Louise had

family with her. In 2000, Marie Louise and her friends

returned to Rwanda, fierce fighting broke out be-

went on to set up Think About Education in Rwanda,

tween ethnic groups in the capital Kigali. Fearing for

an NPO aimed at giving children in Rwanda better

their lives in the face of all-out war, Marie Louise and

access to education. Marie Louise toured round
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FUKUSHIMA
schools and community centers all over the country
COURTESY OF THINK ABOUT EDUCATION RWAND

and gave countless talks on the importance of life
and peace, based on her own experiences. Thanks
to support from a great many Japanese people, in
2002 the NPO successfully opened the Umuco
Mwiza Academy, a combined kindergarten and elementary school in the Rwandan capital Kigali.
“It’s thanks to my good friends in Fukushima that
I’ve managed to make it this far”, says Marie Louise.
“Fukushima is like a second hometown to me.”
That second hometown was one of the places hit

Kambenga Marie Louise and members of Think About
Education in Rwanda visit an evacuation center in Date,
Fukushima Prefecture to serve Rwandan coffees and
cookies, May 2011.

by the Great East Japan Earthquake. Although Marie
Louise and her family weren’t directly affected, many

Louise’s even wrote a song to help encourage every-

of their Japanese friends were. Marie Louise called

one in Japan.

on the people of Rwanda to lend their support and

Marie Louise herself has been out visiting those

received an overwhelming response. The children

living in temporary housing, bringing them Rwandan

from Umuco Mwiza Academy sent messages of

tea and coffee, or homemade cakes, in an effort to

support and donations. A singer friend of Marie

help keep their spirits up. She always takes a copy of
the song written by her Rwandan friend and plays it
to the people she visits.
Marie Louise has also been actively assisting the
foreign media too, keeping the rest of the world updated on conditions in Fukushima after the earthquake. During a trip back to Rwanda in September
last year for instance, she found herself being interviewed by local newspapers, TV and radio stations.
“Following the accident at the nuclear power plant,
I gathered information about radioactivity levels from
Fukushima Prefecture and Fukushima International
Association. I speak English, French and Swahili, as
well as Rwandan and Japanese, so that has enabled
me to provide people around the world with accu-

MASATOSHI SAKAMOTO

rate, up-to-date information about conditions in Fukushima, instead of all the harmful rumors that have
been flying around,” explains Marie Louise. “I believe
that’s my duty as a resident of Fukushima.”
Kambenga Marie Louise shares Rwandan foods with
members of Think About Education in Rwanda,
January 2012.

Masaki Yamada is a freelance writer.
Highlighting Japan MARCH 2012
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Canada’s “Biggest Fan”
of Fukushima
William McMichael, a native of Vancouver, Canada, works in the Student Services Division of
Fukushima University. Since the Great East Japan Earthquake struck, he has been actively presenting
information on Fukushima to overseas audiences and tackling the recovery of the disaster-affected
region. McMichael spoke with the Japan Journal’s Osamu Sawaji.

Please tell us about the current
situation in Fukushima.

East Japan Earthquake?
Since the earthquake I have visited Romania,

William McMichael: The evacuation of resi-

Canada, the United States, Germany and France

dents from the area surrounding the accident

in my capacity as a Fukushima University staff

site at the TEPCO nuclear power plant is ongo-

member. At every opportunity I have reported

ing, and tsunami damage remains along coastal

on the current situation in Fukushima and ap-

areas. That said, in most parts of Fukushima

pealed for support. In every country, I’ve gotten

Prefecture, people are going about their lives

the impression that people are very concerned

as usual without any disruptions whatsoever.

about Japan, and I’ve realized that Japan is truly

Fukushima City, where Fukushima University

loved. My work also involves cooperation be-

is located, is more than 50 kilometers away

tween Fukushima University and overseas uni-

from the nuclear power plant, and I am comfort-

versities, and since the Great East Japan Earth-

able living here.

quake, we have decided on affiliations such as

Before the earthquake hit, there were many

exchange student programs with universities in

students who had their sights set on working in

Romania, Belarus, China and the United States

Tokyo after graduating from Fukushima Uni-

as a part of each university’s support for the di-

versity, but now there has been a huge jump in

saster-affected area.

the number of students wanting to remain in

I also co-established Hearts for Haragama,

Fukushima to help the recovery. The new aca-

a volunteer organization that provides support

demic year begins this April, and we’ve even

to a kindergarten in Soma, Fukushima Prefec-

seen an increase in the number of entrance

ture, which suffered enormous damage from

exam applicants for Fukushima University

the tsunami. I have taken part in activities

compared with last year.

with other foreigners residing in Fukushima,
such as delivering supplies, collecting dona-

What kinds of activities have you
been involved with since the Great
24
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tions and conducting exchanges with kindergarten students.

FUKUSHIMA
What is it you find
appealing about
Fukushima?
I think it’s the people. The people
MASATOSHI SAKAMOTO

in Fukushima have very strong
feelings of compassion for one another. When I went to the supermarket with my wife and our
three-year-old son the day after
the quake, I entered through the

William McMichael volunteers to teach English conversation and
provides consultation services to students who wish to study abroad.

back door by mistake. As I noticed
there was a long line to get into the store, I tried

five years, but I take pride in the feeling that

to leave, but a store clerk was concerned about

I’m one of Canada’s biggest fans of Fukushima.

us with our child and allowed us to shop without

Now I consider it my role to establish links be-

going back out to queue up. What’s more, when

tween Fukushima and Canada, and between

we tried to pay, we were told, “You look like

Fukushima and the rest of the world. This

you have enough on your plate now, so please

June, around ten students from an American

pay when things calm down.”

university affiliated with Fukushima University

The nature is also wonderful. I love to ski,

will stay in Fukushima for about two weeks to

and the quality of the snow in Fukushima is as

take part in activities such as reconstruction

good as anything in Canada. Another thing is

support and work with farming households. In

the cherry blossoms. The Takizakura, a cherry

the future, I want to attract even more students

tree said to be some 1,300 years old in the town

to Fukushima.

of Miharu, is truly beautiful. Fukushima is also

From April 2011, Fukushima University’s

full of historical buildings and ruins, such as

Fukushima Future Center for Regional Revital-

the series of Buddhist statues carved into the

ization began operation, and I hope that many

rock face of Shinobu-yama mountain during the

researchers from overseas come to the center.

Edo period (1603–1867).

The center conducts research into a broad
range of fields aimed at Fukushima’s recovery,

Tell us about your future goals.

including education, disaster prevention, city
planning and the environment. This is probably

From the age of five to eight, I lived in Japan,

the only place in the world where you can con-

which is my mother’s home country. During

duct research into recovery from a disaster and

that time I read the biography of Inazo Nitobe,

have that research actually aid in the recovery

and ever since I have wanted to do a job that

going on around you. I hope we can turn adver-

involved building bridges between Canada and

sity into opportunity and connect these efforts

Japan. I’ve only lived in Fukushima for about

to Fukushima’s recovery.
Highlighting Japan MARCH 2012
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Machizukuri Mariko
Mariko Saigo, president of Machizukuri Company Sheep Network (“machizukuri” means “town
planning”), is a leading urban planner. She has carried out citizen-participation town development
in many parts of Japan and has successfully revitalized local urban centers. In 2011 she won the
Best Future Project of the MIPIM Awards at the Marche International des Professionnels d’Immobiler
(MIPIM). She is a member of the Study Group of the Reconstruction Design Council in Response to
the Great East Japan Earthquake and has been actively participating in reconstruction efforts since
the disaster. Osamu Sawaji spoke with her.

What got you interested in town
development?

and staff from the municipal government, I created Town Development Guidelines, comprising sixty-seven items in the Kawagoe Machi

Mariko Saigo: At university, I studied archi-

nami Committee that were designed to revitalize

tectural social science. During the research, I

the shopping area while maintaining the streets

visited Kawagoe, in Saitama as well as Kyoto

with traditional commercial buildings. The

and Kanazawa, where old streets and buildings

guidelines stipulated limits for the height of

were preserved, and I found that in towns where

buildings, location of inner gardens, the main-

the streets and buildings were well maintained

tenance of green zones and other rules. Based

in a harmonized manner, the residents were al-

on these guidelines, the Kawagoe Machinami

ways cleaning the areas and there was strong

Committee, the residents and public offices

community cooperation because they are proud

worked together to preserve the town’s beauti-

of and love the town. As I continued my re-

ful landscape. As a result, Kawagoe has now be-

search, I started to become interested in creat-

come a tourist spot attracting as many as five

ing beautiful and comfortable towns.

million visitors each year.

Where did you first start to become
fully involved in town development?

What is your involvement in town
development?

My career started with work I was involved in

What is important in urban development is that

for the preservation of traditional commercial

the residents become independent. Therefore,

buildings in the local shopping area in Kawagoe

the workshop is important. In the workshop,

City at the end of the 1970s. At that time, tradi-

for example, the residents discuss what kind of

tional commercial buildings were being torn

towns they would like to develop. I write down

down, and local shopping areas were going out

these ideas on paper slips and put them up on

of fashion. Working together with shopping

the board so that everybody can see them.

area representatives, a university professor,

Then, I sort the slips into groups by themes. I
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do not select any particular

concentrated in the center of

ideas or make judgments.

the city. The project of devel-

However, when I continue this

oping 2,000 houses in the cen-

operation of sorting the partici-

tral city will start. There is a

pants’ opinions in front of their

very beautiful eco-friendly wa-

eyes, they gradually start shar-

terfront town called Hammarby

ing ideas.

Sjöstad in Stockholm, Sweden.

The project of urban devel-

I hope the new area will be-

opment proceeds by sharing

come a town like this.

of its image among residents.

We also aim to create an

And then, the next stage is to

Ishinomaki brand and make

establish a company for urban

new industries from its unique

development. Communication

Mariko Saigo

is important and I think women
seem to be suited to this process.

culture and lifestyle, encompassing aspects such as marine products, marine processed products and
fishing boat flags. For example, at the Interna-

You are a member of the Study
Group of the Reconstruction Design
Council in Response to the Great
East Japan Earthquake. Which city’s
reconstruction efforts are you now
involved with?

tional Market for Retail Real Estate (MAPIC)
held in Cannes, France, in November 2011, we
exhibited hats and clothing made of fishing
boat flags. The products proved a major hit
with visitors. We even had an offer to open a
shop that will handle these unique products in
the cultural complex that the French govern-

I have become a member of Compact City Ishi-

ment and Paris City are planning to jointly de-

nomaki Machinaka Sosei Council that promotes

velop. The people of Ishinomaki are now re-

town development in Ishinomaki, Miyagi Pre-

vived and full of energy. They are making

fecture, which was severely damaged by the

every effort to turn this tragedy into opportu-

tsunami of March 11 last year. The area hardest

nities for the future.

hit in Ishinomaki was the coastal area in which

In addition to this development in Ishino-

houses were developed as a result of an increase

maki, to support reconstruction efforts in other

in the population after the end of World War II.

affected areas, I have set up a project team

The central area of the city, where historic

with members of the Reconstruction Design

buildings remain, sustained only limited dam-

Council in Response to the Great East Japan

age. It is important to construct houses for af-

Earthquake. This team will support recon-

fected people here, through redevelopment

struction efforts led by local residents in the

projects. In this way, the area will become a

same manner as in Ishinomaki. I want to assist

lively, convenient, comfortable and compact

with the challenges the residents are facing

city where residential houses and shops are

for reconstruction.
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Not Just Any
Old Iron
Morioka in Iwate Prefecture is the home of one of Japan’s signature crafts, ironworking. Having
adapted its traditions to the times as well as to different markets, teakettles and other cast iron
goods produced at the Iwachu Casting Works are now revered around the world. Gavin Blair and
photographer Jeremy Sutton-Hibbert visited the foundry.

T

The Iwachu foundry had been making and

known as Morioka in Iwate Prefecture, where

selling traditional iron tea kettles, pans and

Iwachu is situated) date back to around 1100

other items for the domestic market for a centu-

CE. However, the techniques that are still in use

ry before a visiting French tea merchant in the

today were developed as the tea ceremony be-

late 1990s encouraged the company to try more

came popular in the sixteenth and seventeenth

colorful products for the European market.

centuries following a celebrated tea master’s re-

The black colors of the teakettles that had

location to Nanbu from the then capital, Kyoto.

been in use in Japan for centuries were unap-

As well as the teapots, kettles and other tea-

pealing to European tastes and the company
had struggled to rack up overseas sales of any
significance. Taking the advice of the Frenchman, Iwachu began to produce teakettles and

Craftsmen
prepare the
molten iron,
prior to casting.

pots in shades of blues, reds and greens that
related

eyebrow amongst the craftsmen who founded

sils, iron bells,

the company. The company went on to collabo-

statues

rate with European designers on new ranges,

other items for

and within a

Buddhist tem-

decade exports

ples were also cast in the region as word of its

were

making

craftsmen’s skills spread across the nation.

up half of Iwa-

Today, nearly every Japanese person knows the

chu’s sales.

name of “Nanbu Tekki” (ironware).

ALL PHOTOS BY JEREMY SUTTON-HIBBERT

would have no doubt raised more than the odd

The
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and

first

“One of the reasons that the industry flour-

artifacts

ished in this area was because the Nanbu re-

discovered

gion had good quality iron ore and other natural

from the Nanbu

resources needed for production,” explains

area

Yayoi Iwashimizu, the executive vice-president

iron

A craftsman opens a mold to
retrieve a red-hot cast iron teapot.

uten-

(now

tionally used in creating the distinctive Nanbu

The award-winning
Pro Arte Series grill
pan (foreground)
and kettles, on
display at Iwachu
Casting Works

ironware. The company also maintains an oldstyle workshop where visitors can watch craftsmen make its iconic kettles the way they have
been made for centuries. Some concessions to
modernity are made even here: an electric

of Iwachu.
Apart from the
emphasis

on

craftsmanship

smelting device cuts down to thirty minutes
the three hours needed to melt the iron with a
wood-fired heater.
“It

and overall quali-

takes

ty, what separates

about a week

Nanbu Tekki from

to

other ironware is

teapot

the thickness of

way it’s done

the cast iron; at

here,

only 2 mm it is considerably lighter than that

make

a
the

from

start to finish

made with other techniques. However, being
cast from iron, the nabe pots, kettles and pans
still have a reassuringly weighty feel to them.
Like many traditional industries, Iwachu
grapples with the challenge of maintaining the
artisanship that defines it, while adopting sufficient modern production methods and contem-

Enamel paint is
applied to the
iron kettles
and lids using
a straw brush
and then
baked onto
the surface
over heat.

porary designs to allow it to survive as a viable
business in a global marketplace.

by hand,” says Iwashimizu. “The workers have

After the company had tailored its designs

to train for ten years before they can attempt

to allow it to make inroads into Europe, Iwachu

to take just the written test to become a certi-

moved on to the United States, which is now its

fied traditional craftsman. And their training

biggest overseas market.

doesn’t end there.”

“We design new ranges and products aimed

If you are lucky enough to get your hands

at the tastes of people in the various markets

on a piece of Nanbu ironware with the crafts-

we sell in,” says Iwashimizu. “For example, our

man’s name engraved on it, then you know you

pots are popular in Korea, while the teapots are

have something created by a true artisan: for

used more in Europe and the United States, and

they have toiled for at least three decades to

in China they like the tea kettles.”

earn the right to leave that signature.

Iwachu also has a modern factory employing sixty people, where automated production

Gavin Blair is a freelance journalist living in Tokyo who writes for

speeds up the many laborious processes tradi-

publications in the United Kingdom, United States and Asia.
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TRAVEL

Despite the unusually heavy
snow, people in their
thousands filed through
Ouchijuku’s main street for
this year’s Snow Festival.

The Ouchijuku Snow Festival is held in February in Minamiaizu-gun, Fukushima Prefecture. The
Japan Journal’s Osamu Sawaji attended this year’s festival and shares this report.

F

Fukushima Prefecture is broadly divided from

to maintain. In the 1980s, however, there was a

east to west into the three regions of Hama-dori in

movement by residents and scholars for the conser-

the coastal region, Naka-dori, which is sandwiched

vation of the townscape, and a residents’ charter

between the coastal region and the inland region,

was drawn up stating that the buildings could not be

and Aizu in the mountain region. The town of

sold, rented out, or knocked down. In due course,

Ouchijuku in Minamiaizu-gun in Aizu consists of

the townscape came to be highly regarded, and

thirty or so traditional thatched buildings lining a

today it is a tourist spot attracting 1.2 million visitors

street of approximately 500 meters. Surrounded by

a year, including overseas visitors mainly from other

mountains, Ouchijuku was established as a post

Asian countries such as China and South Korea.

station in 1640.

At the present time, Ouchijuku has a soba (noodle)

The 1970s saw a reduction in the number of

restaurant that serves the local specialty, a gift shop

thatched roofed houses, which were time-consuming

selling traditional craft products, a guesthouse where
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Let It
Snow

visitors can experience life as it would have been

Access

when the town was a post station, and so forth.

Ouchijuku is 3.5 hours away from Tokyo. From
Tokyo Station, take the Tohoku Shinkansen to Koriyama Station, then change to the JR Banetsusai Line.
At Aizuwakamatsu Station change to the Aizu Line,
and alight at Yunokami Onsen. Ouchijuku takes ten
minutes by car from the station.

On February 11 and 12, in snow more than 1
meter deep, tourists thronged to the Snow Festival
for the annual festival now in its twenty-sixth year.
The varied program of events included traditional
dancing, tug of war in the snow, and a soba speed-

as a result of the Great East Japan Earthquake, but
we are really pleased that we are still getting lots of
visitors as usual,” says a man from the Snow Festival
executive committee. “We hope that people will also
come to the Hange Festival in July, when the autumn
colors are spectacular.”

A taiko performance at the Ouchijuku Snow Festival

eating contest. At night, candles burned in snow lanterns and fireworks were set off in the night sky.
“We have always been interested in Ouchijuku
with its surviving old streetscape. We had no qualms
whatsoever about the effects of the Great East Japan
Earthquake,” say a couple from Tokyo in their twenties visiting Ouchijuku for the first time. “The Snow
Festival is really good as it feels like something ‘handmade’ by the local people. I was quite surprised by
how much snow there is, but the snow-covered
streetscape is so lovely.”
“We had been worried that we would lose custom

Beautiful fireworks light up the Ouchijuku night sky
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Traditional Toys

Okiagari-koboshi

Okiagari-koboshi (literally, get-up little priests) are traditional dolls which
remain popular in the Aizu region of Fukushima Prefecture. Made from
papier-mâché, the toys are weighted so that they wobble when pushed, but
do not fall down. For this reason, they are considered a symbol of resilience
and are purchased as gifts for good luck.
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